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Product of the Week 
 

This Week’s Topic: Three Finishes 
 
In furniture for Spring 2009, our three main finishes seen 
throughout the store are Sungkai wood, white, and chocolate.  
 
Used alone or mixed together, these three finishes were chosen 
for their freshness, geometry, and infinite styling possibilities. All 
three finishes represent different neutral, no-fashion options 
making them ideal for mixing into every type of room and color 
scheme. All three also offer different textures that can make a 
room natural, sleek, and modern. 
 
Terms & Definitions… 
 
Veneer: veneer in furniture construction refers to thin slices of wood 
laminated over a core structure. Almost all of West Elm’s furniture is 
made using veneer construction which ensures a consistent finish, 
even grain detail, and a clean look.  
 
Sungkai: Pronounced “sunk-high”, this wood is native to Indonesia 
and features a beautiful, prominent grain. West Elm chose Sungkai for 
its unusual grain, its durability, and easy care finish. (The wood is 
given a final sealing clear coat which helps to prevent staining. 
However, all spills should be wiped up immediately.) Please be sure to 
educate customers on the singular variations of the sungkai wood - 
that each piece is individual and unique, allowing for variation and 
changes in the surface. Our furniture pieces in the sungaki veneer 
provide a rough-hewn, rustic, and “natural” look while maintaining 
modern, clean lines in their design. The sungkai pieces also have the 
same tonality as our natural weave accessories, making them the ideal 
coordinating item!  

 
White: For Spring 2009 our designers decided to “cleanse the palette” with a crisp blank canvas of white 
furniture. The white pieces in the collection serve to lighten up our designs, while they prepare the perfect 
backdrop to layer our vibrant springtime pop colors. Our white furniture is a paint finish with the white paint 
applied in multiple layers to the wood veneer. Our high-gloss white finishes (such as on the Parsons collection 
pieces) are given a treatment in a special buffing and polishing machine that provides their shiny luster. Apart 
from the high-gloss treatment, our white finish reveals the natural texture of the wood grain in the smooth texture 
of the veneer.  
 
Chocolate: West Elm’s classic color is chocolate; we have offered chocolate as our core furniture finish since the 
company launched 2002. Suitable to our modern, sleek designs, but richer and warmer than black, the chocolate 
finish is at the heart of the West Elm brand. Our chocolate finish is a stain that is applied to the wood veneer in a 
multi-step process that adds multiple coats of the color, creating a deep tone that still reveals the wood grain at 
the surface.  
 
Fun Facts… 
 
Wood grain describes the alignment, texture and appearance of wood fibres in a section of wood. Wood veneers 
are cut to enhance and preserve the grain of the wood, and furniture designers then position the veneers so that 
the natural grain motifs serve to enhance the furniture design. Our sungkai furniture is the perfect example of a 
textured wood grain being used as a design feature – the natural wood detail creates the “modern natural” style! 
 
All colors affect how we think & feel; the color white is said to aid mental clarity, encourage us to clear clutter, and 
enable fresh beginnings. White also has a calming effect, making it perfect for interior spaces like living and bed 
rooms! 
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Three Finishes Items 
 
Reversible Side Tables - sungkai 
Unique interlocking tables form a single rectangular shape or can be used as two 
separate side tables. Wood construction with a durable sungkai wood veneer, smoothly 
textured and beautifully grained. The shape of this pair of tables almost mimics the 
natural, rough-hewn texture of the sungkai veneer, allowing both the design and the 
wood finish to enhance the piece. Use both tables together as a larger coffee table (or 
buy two sets and use all four!) or separate them as two side tables at either side of an 
upholstered item.  
 
Chunky Console Table - sungaki 
Substantial in scale and style. Our popular chunky console table is given a natural 
interpretation in richly grained sungkai wood veneer. This console presents a new 
alternative item to coordinate with the modern farm table – or any dining table! The 
sungkai finish is warm and neutral, designed to coordinate with any other wood finish – 
chocolate or white, depending upon your own aesthetic.  
 
Modular Coffee Tables - sungkai 
Set of two nesting tables to use together or separately, as space, style and need 
dictate. Rustic natural sungkai wood tops are set within durable metal frames that have 
a distressed graphite finish. Like the reversible side tables, this set provides two coffee 
tables in one purchase making it a tremendous value! Overlap end-to-end, create a 
perpendicular arrangment, or separate them into two tables in different places. This 
pair of coffee tables is ideal for displaying collections and entertaining. The rough 
texture of the sungkai wood is subtly contrasted with the clean lines of the metal frame 
making it the perfect item for the modern living area.  
 
Bridge Coffee & Side Tables – sungaki & white 
Our bridge coffee table is long and low, resting just a few inches off the ground – 
perfect for the low living, modern look! The coffe table pairs with the streamlined bridge 
side table; use them together or separately to create your own distinct look. The bridge 
coffee & side tables have been updated in new finishes: sungkai wood veneer for the 
coffee table and glossy white with a leaf decal for the side table. This pairing is the 
perfect example of mixing the two finishes in a chic, inviting way! The glossy white is a 
mod contrast to the natural look of the sungkai; bringing them together creates a 
unique dual-finish that balances both looks.  
 
Parsons Cube Tables – white & chocolate 
Our classic and ever-popular parsons cubes are sleek and stylish in chocolate brown 
and high-gloss white. Use as a side table, nightstand, or group three cubes together to 
create a versatile coffee table arrangement that can be moved around as you need it.  
 
Nesting Hexagon Tables – white & chocolate 
Our new nesting hexagons add geometry, versatility, and a little mod style to any room! 
A space-eficient duo designed to stack, nest or scatter throughout a room. Cluster both 
together or use them separately as you need them. The open frame of these tables 
creates an airy lightness, allowing them to support the look of larger furniture pieces 
without distraction. 
 
Narrow Leg Bed - white 
Our classic narrow leg bed frame is enlivened by the crisp white finish, lightening up 
the bedroom and preparing it for the warmer months. The white wood frame is the 
perfect blank canvas for any top of bed program: choose any of our vivid colors, or 

choose white bedding for a truly serene sleep space.  
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Basics & Styling 
 
Mixing Finishes  
 

Sungkai, white and chocolate are three finishes 
meant to be used either alone or mixed together, 
depending upon the desired look. Using the same 
wood finish throughout the room (or entire home) is 
more traditional, while creating a mix of the different 
finishes enlivens the look with a more modern appeal. 
 
Chocolate and white have smooth textures while the 
sungaki wood texture is “natural” and rough-hewn. 
The contrast between the smooth and textural is the 
key to mixing pieces!  
 
Whatever the desired result, we have options for 
everyone! Here are three profiles depicting different 
types of customers and what they may prefer: 
 

customer 1: traditional …  
A traditional customer will want to match all of their hard furniture in the same finish: 
 

• All-Sungkai dining:  
o modern farm table + modern farm bench + garvey chairs in straw + chunky console in sungkai 

• All-White bedroom: 
o Narrow leg bed frame in white + overlapping squares headboard in white + narrow leg dresser in 

white + narrow leg end table in white 
• All-Chocolate living: 

o Parsons storage coffee table in chocolate + nesting hexagon tables in chocolate + rectangle cutout 
bookcase + Newkirk media stand 

 
customer 2: modern mix …  
The modern mix customer will mix the more traditional wood finishes of sungkai and white: 
 

• Sungkai & white dining: 
o Modern farm table + overlapping squares chairs in white + modern farm console  

• Sungkai & white bedroom: 
o Narrow leg bed frame in white + overlapping squares headboard in white + mirror cabinet in white + 

modern farm bench + reversible side tables 
• Sungkai & white living: 

o Bridge coffee table in sungkai + bridge side table in white with decal + step side tables in white + 
chunky console in sungkai 

 
customer 3: daring designer … 
The daring customer will experiment with mixing  the darker shades of chocolate and sungkai: 
 

• Chocolate & sungkai dining: 
o Modern farm table + overlapping squares chairs in chocolate + angled leg sideboard 

• Chocolate & sungkai bedroom: 
o Corner leg bed frame in chocolate + corner leg headboard in chocolate + modern farm bench in 

sungkai + reversible side tables in sungkai + trestle large dresser in chocolate 
• Chocolate & sungkai living: 

o Modular coffee tables in sungkai + Parsons cubes in chocolate + reversible side tables in sungkai + 
Parsons console in chocolate 

 


